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XLLITANY =MORT: "Some Conclusions on the NATO
Aroed Forces' Exercise SIZE STEP", by Colonel-
General S. Ivemov

1960

Documentary

SCUMS	 : A reliable source (8).
•

F011oming is a varbatts translation of an article titled
*Some Conclusions on the MATO Armed Farces' fterdise SIDS STIPP,
by Colonel-General 8. Ivanov.

This article appeared in the 1960 Second Issue of a special
version of the Soviet /military journal Vo	 Agoll (Military 
ThOught). This journal is pablisbed,irre	 1756-is
classified TOP SICRITIby the Soviets. It is distributed only
within the blastry of Defense down to the level of AYMV
COnmander.

	 4111112:1 Some of the detail on the attached map
Is. unclear; .he majority of the designations Can be
accepted with confidence, there is same roam for error in the
breakdown of the various army corps and stellar email print.
It is also difficult ito distinguish between'thelimes of the
successive positions. The tranallterated letters °Ws"
indicate unitary units without designatione.
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Some Conclusions on the NATO

Armed Forces' Exercise

"SIDE STEr

by

Colonel-General S. Ivancv

The leaders of the aggressive NATO Sloe plan to launch a future
Vorld. war primarily by mans of a surprise attack against the countries
of the Socialist Camp. One cannot rule out their launching a world
war after a period of sharp political tension or local wars. They
envisage carrying out preparations for an aggress us war it such a
way that they will be interpreted as purely "defensive" preparations,
not only by the enemy but also by the personnel of the armed forces
and by the populations of the member-countries of the bloc.

Decisive significance is attached to the initial period of the
war, in the course of which it is intended to destroy the atomic
potential of the enemy, to disorganize the national administration
and economy, to disrupt the mobilization and deployment of the armed
forces, to undermine the morale Of the people, and in this way to
achieve the imediate strategic deals of the war and to predetermine
its outcome to their benefit. For the fulfillment of these tasks it
is planned to bring to bear the greatest possible number of forces
and means capable of using nuclear weapons.

The operational plans for the initial period of the war are
., periodically tested in operational-strategic exercises, during which

different variations for launching and waging war given various
degrees of preparedness of the armed forces are studied and tested.

Ft.n this point of view, the command-sta0 exercise, SIDE MT,
conducted in September 1.959 with the participation of troops of the
Allied Armed forces of NATO merits special attention. In the
importance of the prObleme which were being worked out, in its sweep
and in the composition of the participants it was one of the largest
exercises of recent years. It covered almost the entire area of
Europe, of the Atlantic, and of the Mediterranean.
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'Me commanders-in-chief and staffs of the armed forces of the
North European, Central riropeat, South Europeao,.Atianttt and
Mediterranean theaters of Military operations, the coMManders and
staffs of the trenches (vid) of the armed forces and of the regions
(rayon) in the theaters of military operations, the commanders and
staffs of army groups, the tactical aviation commends of field and
air armies, the commending officers and staffs of army corps'
(altogether 19) and divisions (51), and also the commanding officers
and staffs of atomic artillery, guided missile and free rocket
units participated in the training exercise.

In addition the central directorates of defense ministries,
commands and stairs of military-territorial organs, rear elements
(organ tyla), the central directorates of Ministries of Internal
Affeirs, of Transport, of the Merchant Fleet of Economics, of
Health, of Communications and a number of other agencies from all
European member-countries of MATO participated in this exercise.

EXerciss SIDE NIP =misted of four exercises ablel 'were
conducted according to a common plan and against the background
of a single strategic 0-4.tation.

The most tortant were the exercises of the Allied Armed
Forces of MATO of the Central European and of thetoutheastern 
pert of the South European Theaters of Military Operations in
vtich prebleas or preparation and conduct of the first operations
in the initial period of the varvere worked on. The basic vele
set acres perfection of the system for bringing the allied and
national armed forces to cat readiness; testing the methOds of
using nuclear arms in the course of the initial operations; the
orgaulzation of commend; the coordination of forces and means
and of the comprehensive support of military operations.

At the *nee time, a rear area exercise was conducted in all
European theaters of military operations with the aim Of testing
the existing system of supply, as well as of studying the ability
of member-countries of the bloc to support their armed forces with
supplies independently. American troops stationed in Europe
conducted a special rear area exercise ,RAPID SERVICC" (waystreps
podacha"), in which questions of material-technical support of
nuclear ground troops units were studied.
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On the tasis of a . 71n.r.sr., cperstInna:-strateg:c stt,:ation, e
naval exercIse•vas: also uanac:ti on defense cf momun!cat.lons and
on control cf men:hart s'alpEIng, Ln stIch the coordiat:.00 between
the Allied NATO staffs ahl the national staffs and eetatlishments
on questions of defense of naval 'oomm-..nf.cations and cf .1.nsurin4
uninterrupted merchant navigation in the itgtnning of the war vas
worked on.

Exerctse SIDE STEP waS under the aommard of the Supreme
Concianders-in-chief of the A 'llied ArmeA Fcrces	 NATO in Europe
and on the Atlantic. Fcr drez.,t command of the exercise, directing
staffs were created at all Staffs of formations and large units of
thla armed forces, as well as at the commands of military-territorial
organs of various establishMents participating in the exercise.

This exercise was conducted against a background of "military
operations" in Europe and in the Atlantic area between the armed
forces of MATO ( BLUR ) arid the armed forces of the Warsaw Fact
( ORANGE ).

According to the given situation, the war between BLUE and
GRANGE began as a result Of gradual sharpening of international

'tension lasting for more than five months. The situation and the
actions of the two sides were worked out so as to place all the
blsme for unleashing the war on the ORANGE that is, on the
Socialist countries, while the imperialist states, the MATO members,
Would be represented as Victims of aggression, supposedly forced
to carry out counter measures to the "aggressive" actions Of mum.
If this rather' artless camouflage is discarded, the predatory plans
and actions of the bloc headed by the USA can be seen distinctly
through the entire idea and course of the exercise..

Now then was the development of events up to the outbreak of
var envisaged?

The first period (January-Narch 1959) was characterized by
"international equilibrium". This was followed by a period of
"international distrust" (April-June), during the course of which
relations between the leading countries of the political groupings
deteriorated. The reason for this was supposedly a Mutually
prejudided appraisal of the actions of the two sides, doubt of
the sincerity of eaoh other's policies and also the deaAloalt

-3-
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which had been reached In tne neE7oatIcns of the leading powers
on control of the prod.:ction :f n ..;c_ear arms (t exactly on
control, rather than on.protitition of nucLear arms).

The period of distrust was followed by increased international
tension (JUly-icugust).

Since the international situaticn "continuei to intensify",
the NATO command announced a threatening situation on 1 September
which continued for two weeks (until 14 September). During this
period all tloc participants mapped out measures for partial
mobilization, for bringing the armed forces to combat readiness,
and for establishing the necessary order in the rear. After this,
the system of alerts adopted py NATO vas put into effect (14-19
September), and during this time the armed forces were brought to
full combat readiness and were deployed in operational formations.

In this
'

=sneer events gradually developed up to the beginning
of armed conflict. Evident1y the NATO command reckons that under
these conditions the aggressive bloc will succeed in completely
preparing Tor war against the countries of the Socialist Camp, and
at the same time in disorienting world opinion, with which, it is
true, the imperialists do not now especially concern themselves.
Sowever, this by nó means signifies that they plan only this
method of preparation for unleashing war. If we analyze other
exercise*, especially the practical measures of NATO in prepa-
ration for future war, then it is not difficult to be convinced
of the fact that they place first priority on a surutrisattack 

Ifint the countries of the.SoRialist Cmpa,lBecret prepared
ery short time.

Further events developed in the following manner: ORANaB,
having concentrated three fronts (75 divisions) in the Central
European Theater of Military Operstiens, and also considerable
forces (24 divisions) on the Balkan Peninsula and in the Caucasus,
launched massed air and missile nuclear strikes at 0530 hours on
19 September against airfields, the means oft nuclear attack
( gradate° yadernogy napadenlya), ports, large comeunication nets,
and against BLUE troops; simultaneously, they took the offensive
with groupings of ground trOops. In the Central European theater,
'ORA= directed the main attacks in the directions of: Magdeburg;
Hanover; Muenster; Eisenach; Frankfurt am Main; Taiserslautern.
Auxiliary attacks were launched in a series of directions (diagrum 24.

-4-
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On the Balkan Peninsula, the main attack was directed against
Istanbul andtwo attacks against Salonika from the territory of
Vulgar/a and Albania. From the Caucasus, the of 	 was carried
out in a series of directions deep into Turkish territory.

NIUE (tarries out a nuclear offensive gttaCATusing strategic,
tactical, and carrier aviation, missiles and other ground troop
wmegome. The groupings of ground troops on &11 fronts conduct
defensive actions and by 24 September fall back to a depth of from
510.to 150 km, where they stop the offensive of ORANGE. At the
same time Elia concentrate their reserves and prepare to go ewer
to the counter attack. At 1500 hours ot, 25 September the emerges
wee concluded.

Let va briefly ezaedme the grouping of ground troops set up
at exercise OMB STIP at the beginning of military operations.

In the Central European Theater were deployed the two army
'ramps - the Ibribern and the Central - which existed there in
peacetime. The Northern Army Group consisting of ID divisions,
010 Woods group, and two reginents, strengthened by four atomic
smart battalions (division attenoy poddershki), and a "COrporal.

regUert was deployed in a 280 km strip (polosa) along the
Weser and Fulda Rivers, 100-120 km to the west of the border between
the FRG and the German Democratic Republic.

The Central Army Group consisting of the 7th American and the
let French Armies (14 divisions, one tank group, four separate
regiment* (otdelnyy polk) and 2k atomic support battalions) deplored
1111 • Penkm strip along a line located 30-50 km from the OMB border
and to places up to 120 km.

The desire of the NATO coeeand to cover the entire strategic
front with divisions to an average operational density . of 30 km
por division attracts attention. In front of the defense line a
cover zone (tons prikrytiya) is organized, where reconnaissance
unite operate and possibly, individual units from the first echelon
divisions. Cover units are distrnuted along 'a considerable front.
Their mission is to carry out bolding actions in front of the basic
defense line. /hey are incapable of offering serious resistance
to the advance of our troops.

-5-
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In the strategLc reserve pf the NATO chmmand there were about
10-12 divisions frog the con;lemFmt cf the firs: eznelon 	 RATO
(French and Belgian army corps, a D. division, West German utits
formed by mobilization, as Veil as large Lzits transferred from
North Africa, North Americe and ELglend).

Approzinatel/ the same c:mcert vss aclei to the operational
formation of NATO.forces on tne Balkan Peninsula and in eastern

• Turkey.

Thus, to exercise BIDE STEP the NATO coorsna organizes a
typical linear defense along the entire strategic front, deploying
the basic mass of its div!,sions in a single line. Such a defense
condemned the ground troop to passivity, and consequently led to
the instability of the entire defense, wkich was faced with strong
offensive groupings of GRANGE ground troops superior to a significant
degree to the NATO forces.}

At first glance it waif appear incaaprehensibile that the MATO
command forms a defense in the theaters of military operations,
which can not withstand anloffensive When nuclear arms are used.
If one analyses the entire ,course of the exercise however, then
it is not difficult to be Convinced of the fact that the NATO
command in the exercise relied basically not on the action of
ground forces, but on the Use of a' large quantity of tactical and
strategic nuclear weapons, or the conduct of a nuclear offensive.
Under these conditions, the ground troope which had been brought
to readiness by the beginning of militaryoperations were
entrusted with the task of covering the base locations of nuclear 
means (prikryt bazirovaniYe yadernyye sredstve) andAnsueidtthe
carrying out of a nuclear Offensive and the deployment of the
strategic reserves. By means of nuclear attacks, the NATO commend
evidently cOunted on infli lcting sucn destruction on the enemy as
to insure that its ground :forces could go over to the offensive
without engaging in----(4 or 5 words missing)----battles.

It is veil known thai ground troops are assigned an active role
in *he NATO plans of preparation for future war, especially in the
Central European Theater.; According to these plans, after a
euecessfUl nuclear offensive, groupings of NATO ground troops must

4o over to a decisive offensive with the mission of destroying the
troops of the Warsaw Pact countries, of occupying the territories
of the GER, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and of carrying
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rilitary operation!: ontn the territ=ry nf the USSR. The most
responsible roe in 'ht . offer.Si;,- is ent.t-usted tc the armored and
airborne trops, whc n ..1R17 q....10t4 ant effebtively exploit the
results of the nuclear strikes by decisive actions.

If for any reasons the airprise 11 ,..clear attack of the Western
Bloc does not achieve the expected results, defensive operations
by the ground troops are envisaged, in order to win time for the
concentration of reserves andlthe creation of conons for going
over to the counter-offensive: It is calculated that this goal
may be achieved in a short period. Defensive operations are also
based on the massed use of nuc:ear weapons, on trona maneuvering
of forces and means, on the carrying out of counter-attacks and
counter-blows by highly mobile units and large units, and on the
wide use of all poesible obstacles. Facts at our disposal indicate
that the defensive grouping of ground troops set up in the exercise
did not fully ensure the conduct of such a defensive operation.

Let us examine the course of calhat operations in exercise
MI OW.

According to the plan, OAANGE started military operations by
striking massed nuclear blownIby mIssile troops and aviation with
the simultaneous taking of the offensive by the ground troops.
AntUally the game vas conducted differently. OSAMU launched the
first massed nuclear strike at 0530 hours on 19 September (on the.
Balkan Peninsula at 0500 hours), but the commanders of ,the exercise
gave the signal for the use of nuclear weapons by SUMS at 0340
hours on 19 SepteMber, that is, almoat two hours before the "enemy"
attack. It follows that the first nuclear blo0 at the exercise
was struck by the MATO troops!, which is what they are indeed
preparing for. This was a pre-emptive (uprezhis4ushchiy) and not 
a "counter" (otval55) nuclear attack, as the NATO conmand was
trying to show.

From the first minutes of the war the NATO troops conduct a
nuclear offensive on a broad scale. The nuclear offensive planned
by our probable enemies in the initial period of the war can be
arbitrarily divided into miolparts. The first and in part is
the destruction of objectives in the Soviet Union throughout the
entire depth of its territory by strategic nuclear means of attack.
This part s of the nuclear offensive was not played out in the
exercise, but it was takentiitoaccoun%. The second part of the
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nuc:ear offen::Ive	 -f	 on the
 e ttea .,er ,.! 	an! Tert_i Cr. tae

territ7ry f:. f the USSR jr:	 *r.t.	 4, to
depth of i,DOC km frcr. tn.! , fr;n7	 fr2es	 means under

the jurisdiction of tneeter

The principal mear.f	 attecr	 of
military operations bre ta — tra_ flyLuticr
(samolety-snaryady) 2f . te	 typ., w:r. are D . ‘4.1sposaI
of the command tr the thea • Pr. 	 TIFII1P wesTcn.; ar. atomic
artillery or the gro,nd	 are Inier tie iireotion of
the commanAs of arm:, crop.	 ar-:.E. an arm . :orps, and in
the US Army - of divit: ,1%, 	:"_L, art e_s:

The following missions were entrustel tc tactical aviation ir
the course of the nuclear offensive; the destruction cf the meal,
of nuclear attaCk (srecistvo Yadernogc napadeniya); ti-e-neutralimad on
of radiotechnical equipment; ,'the 3issuption of communications; the
destruction of reserves and Of other enemy otjectives; the support
of their own troop operations.

The battle against the Means cf nuclear attack was considered
by the NATO command as one of the most important tasks of the nuclear
offensive. This was,conaLctei by the destruction cf airfields and
missile launch sites, nuclear weapons, aviation and missiles, and
of command centers. The final goal of this battle was set as the
achievement of nuclear superiority over the enemy.

To disrupt communications, bridges and road junctions were
destroyed, and barriers were created. by atomic means. Thie was
also intended to disrupt andiinteriint the transport of troops and
supplies, to make difficult the maneuvering of troops, and to
prevent the bringing up of strategic reserves.

Tactical aviation was used for the direct support of ground
troops by striking blovs against the combat formaticins of enemy
troops, enemy reserves. zo7.:ms.nd posts, depots, and also by
conducting aerial reconnaissrnce. However, only a limited nulber of
aircraft uasnade available fc:r the direct support of ground troops.

The organization of the centralised control (pravleniye) of
nuclear strikes in the Sct;thIEJ.ropean Theater ot Military Operations
attracts attention. The resources cf the 6th Fleet and the air
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commani utr- :ce:inec. FL: tLs, an cperaticna_ center for joint 
cperati-ns van frrne:1 at the 6:h Allied Tsctica- Air Command; in
this ceh • e- .:ere were repre5ehta ■ iwes of the Supreme Commander-
In-Cnief of NATO Arne. Fo-ces n Eurcpe, of the commander-in-chief of the
armed forces cf the theater and of the commanders of the ground
forces, the air fcr:e, aril the navy. This center received re4uests
from field ami air arnl as for nuclear strikes, took decisions and
issued the ne,essary in3tructions. Under this system, more than
two hours e:apsed iron te nonent Intelligence information was
received concerning Id,..ntiftPd targets for nuclear strikes to the
time an order was issaei f:r their destruction.

Operational-tactical missile:, and atomic artillery were used
to strike nuclear blows against objectives in operational-tactical
depth and to support the combat operations of the ground troops.
The majority -of the missile, and atomic artillery units was alloted
to the army corps. A "Corporal" missile regiment was left undor
the command of the Commander of the Northern Army Group, while
two 'Redstone" missile groups (krupa) were under the command of the
Commander of the 7th American Army.

Available Information, though incomplete, concerning the use
of nuclear vespons in exercise SIDE STEP attests to the significant
increase in the nuaber of nuclear straps during the first days
the operation in comparison with previous exercises. Thus, the 4th
Allied Tac-ical Air Command used 180 nuclear units (yedinits) during
the first 38 hours of the Wes, the 7th American Army used About 205
nuclear rounds (boyevyye pripasy) in six days. In the South
European Theater of Military Operations 313 nuclear rounds were
used in the six days of war, 255 of which were used during the
course of the first three days.

The experience gained in working on the problems of the use
of nuclear weapons in exercise SIDE STEP confirms the existence of
plans by the NATO command for the use of sudden massed (several -
words missing) - with the aim of winning nuclear superiority,
inflicting defeat on enemy troops, changing the strategic situation
to their advantage, and insuring that their ground troops can go
over to the ofreneive. The implementation of theme pleas in le
future viz can cause great damage to our armed forces in the
theaters of military operations, unless timely effective methods
to disrupt the nuclear offensive of the enemy are undertaken by
our side at the very beginning of the var. In this connection,
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it is vortn noting se:eral wesk pAnts in tne so-called nuclear
night cf NATO. 7n-. t%ti- -1 ,=. ar: fir using nJolear weapons in the
theaters of military :lera • !:tc ti the prooatle enemy remains
tactical aviation, aga.ns ., w-dcr comtat is not a complex problem
at the present tLme. A -ariv. portion of the nuclear weapons
of the NATO ground trc,p contis*.s :f the cumbersome 280 mm cannons
and 203.2 mm howitzers, • ne arn:hila 'tion :f whicn does not present
any special difficult.■ either.

In the exercise, a great deal 	 attention was given to the
defeat in combv. operio_ion of tne ground troops (proigrysh hoyevykh
deystvly sukhoputnykt. yoysk). AlthOugh these questions have not
been sufficiently clarified, the fo1lowipg conclusions bay still-tp
made on the basis cf availatle information.

Nadine actions in the cover vine went on for one day. By tbe
end of the day on 19 September, ORANGE approached the basic line
of defense having negotiated a distance of from 30 to 120 km. From
20 to 24 Septenher NATO troops carried out defensive operations and
were forced to retreat with continuing resistance in all dlrectiOns.
The general depth of the withdrawal was on the average 100-150 km,
the average tempo of the withdrawalHwas 10-15 km a day in major
direction, (ma glavnykh napravlenlyakh), and 20-30 km a day in
secondary dtrc -ons. The vithdraval was accomplished evenly, almost
along the enti.e front, under cover of massed nuclear strikes. In
the course of the defensive engagement, no active operations of any
kind were apparent on the part of the groupings of ground troops.
By the end of 24 September the front had stabilized. It can be
supposed that from this line (rubezh), it was planned to go over
to the counter-offensive with the concentrated strategic reserves,
who had not participated In the defensive engagements.

The indicated method of conducting the defensive operations
of NATO troops in exercise SIDE STEP has its strong and its weak
sides. The strong side of the defense is the massed use of nuclear
weapons, while its weak side may be considered to be the shallow
linear formation of the ground trail's and their inatiffiOient
aggressiveness during the course of the engagement. In order to
shatter such a defense, it is neceSsary to destroy the means of
nuclear attack and to organize skillfully the Operations of mobilo
groupings of troops in the most important directions with the aim
of quick penetration , to a great depth and the conduct of maneuvering
operations. As far as the reserves who have concentrated in the
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rear are concernei, they can also be taLcovered and crtshed by
nucllar strikes. Ecvever, in the preparation of our armed forces
it is necessary t p assumc that they will have to con.th.ct offenz!vc
operations in the beginning of a fature var under more complex
conditions and agftinst a more aggressive enemy.

Let us examine in more detail the more important q.estions vhtch
were worked out ln exercise SIDE S7EP.

First of all let us consider the measures taken by the member-
countries of the aggressive NATO B:oc i prepariug for and launching
the war. The study ct these measures was one of the important  goals
of the exercise. Incidentally, by these measures one may judge to
a certain degree the actual plans of the probable enemy in regard
to the unleashing of war against the countries of the Socialist
Camp.

In the period of mounting international. tension. that is
approximately two and a half months prior to the beginning of the
vux,a. aortas of concealed measures are taken in the NATO countries
In pleparation for var. With the introduction of a threatening
Situation preparation is intensified. The NATO Command looks upon
the threatening period as a period of direct preparation for var.
Under various pretexts (conduct of exercises, various call-ups
and other "usual" measures), a concealed and comprehensive build-
up of the Bloc's preparedness for unleashing an armed conflict
takes place during this period. First of all, it was planned to
intensify construction and repair work at all installations
(obyekt) of major military significance, vith a simultaneous
discontinuation of work at secondary and non-military installations.
Government control was establiOled for the distribution and .
consumption of fuel and critical raw materials; the security of air-
fields, storage depots, pipe lines, staffs, communications centers,
and other importan s installations was strengthened; measures were
carried out on a broad scale for antiaircraft defense and anti-
atomic protection; the evacuation of the most important enterprises
from border areas was planned.

Ten days prior to the beginning of military operations the
transfer of French first-line large unite and units from North
Africa to France and onto the territory of the FRG begins. At the
same time secret partial mobilization is carried out in a number
of NATO member-countries and the building up to prescribed strength

MD SEC
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of .1-are? units of the flrst ec!-e:.)h and the reserves; intelligence
is activa:eC Ea well..

It exercise SIDE STEP the introduction of a threatening
sit4ation did not signify change over to martial Law. Martial law
was introduced'on l4 September,'that is, five days before the war,
when the Su;reme Commander-in-Chief of the Alltei Armed Forces of
NATC received auth:rity from the Permanent NATO Council (its
highest political body) to put the alert systers ihtc operation.

Two alert systems have been worked out in NATO: the military
alert system, and the so-called! official alert •system. The first
is brought into operation by the Suprere Commander-in-Chief of the
Allied Armed Forces of the Blocieven without the sanction of the
NATO Council in that instance when armed conflict may be suddenly
ualcaeuca within a one to 36-hour period. pm this system measures
of a purely military nature arei carried out -- bringing to coast
readiness ML:nly the Allied Armed Forces.

The second alert system is brought into operation by a
resolution of the IATO Council in that instance wben the military-
political situation is aggravated relatively gradually. This

■■•■••	 system includes a simple, reinforced and a general alert, and
signifies general political, military, and economic preparation by
the Bloc for entry into war. It is important to note that the
Supreme Commender-in.chief of the Allied Armed Forces of NATO is
granted the right to independently declare a simple and peinforced
alert in case of extraordinary circumstances.

In this manner, the military command of MATO, Which is in the
hands of the USA, has in essence unlimited authority to the extent
of unleashing war, without considering the opinions of the other
Bloc members. The alert declared by the Secretary of Defense of
the USA, Gates, on the eve of the meetings of Chiefs of State in
Paris, does not enter into the NATO alert system. This alert is
considered to be an internal affair of the USA.

Exercise S1DE me was played out (3 or 4 words missing)
alerts.

A Simple Alert was declared au 1700 hours on 14 September.
On the basis of it the law on the state of emergency goes into
effect in the meaber-countrieslof NATO. Secret mobilization
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measures are carried out on atroad scale, military reserves are
mile up, the units ani large units assignei tc the disposal of
the NATO COmmanf, are brought up to wartime strength, as are tne
cadre units of national subordination. Armed forces in areas of
permanent disposition are brought to combat readiness, es are the
troops of territorial and loca- antiaircraft defense,the system of
shore defense, etc. Reserve units of various branches of the
service are formed, and new units of national defense forces
(vnutrennaya oborona) and various units of special designation are
created. The border defense, and the antiaircraft, anti-alomic,
anti-chemical, and anti-bacteriological defense of tro,,ps, of the
population, and of military and non-military inf-allations are
strengthened. The wartime communications system is brought into
operation, and preparations are made for anti-communications
obstructions (zagrazhieniye) and destruction. The movement of
arterial, technical and medical supplies into the zone of c,,mbat
operations is begun. At the same time many other measures are also
carried out (the limiting of non-military deliveries, partial
evacuation of the means of transport from border areas, preparatinn
for the evacuation of the population from combat zones, establishment
of control over refugees, intensification of counter-intelligence,
etc.).

Two days before the beginning of military operations a Reinforced
Alert is declared. In these two days formations and large units
are deployed along lines and in positions in accordance with the
operational plan, and aerial reconnaissance is significantly increased.
Ite Border Guard is replaced by ground troops. At this same tine,
the delivery of nuclear weapons to airfields and to firing positions
is organized, and all :he reserves of material supplies of the
troops are brought up to the established norms. Evacuation of
supply depots, enterprises, raw material reserves, and the means
of transport from border areas to the rear. is organized on a broad
scale, censorship is introduced, and the means of electronic war-
fart (sredstvo radio-voyny) are readied for activation.
The carrying out of the above-mentioned measures upon the
declaration of a Reinforced Alert two days before the beginning
of military operations has been noted in anunber of training
exercises. This indicates that the MATO Command Is striving to
limit to the utmost the time Ineeded for deployment of armed
forces and operational formations and their arrival in attack
positions prior to the beginning of military operations.
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The order cf the Suprene ::tmr-audt?r-in-Chief	 huclear arts
vas given g minutes later, i.e., at 03ie.:: hcurs.

We have examined in detail the measures carried cut by the
HATO Conmand in exercise SIDE STEP ir. the way or preparations for
unleashing war. Of course, these are far from all of the measures
vhich vill be carried out in ar actual situation. For this reason,
our intelligence organs are faced with a complex and responsible
mission .- to keep . all the preparations of the prooable enemy for
unleaehing a new var under constant otservatich in order to give
timely warning to our armed forces.

Of all the measures carried out by the RAT° Command in the
way of preparations for unleashing war, mobilization of the armed
forces of nember.countries of the aggressive bloc merits special
attention. In exercise SIDE STEP, secret partial measures for
building up the armed forces througn mobilization started 20 days
before the beginnir4 .T.f =I.:Lary operations.

Five days prior to the beginning of war the scale of secret
malliaation in all the member-countries of the aggressive MATO
Bloc broadened significantly. Ye do not have full information
concerning the specific form taken by the development of
mobilization in this exercise. However, if a number of training
exercises and certain other measures of the HATO Command are
analyzed, one nay come to the following conclusions.

In accordance with existing agreements, 86 divisions and a
number of separate brigade groups, unite, and subunits were
assigned to the Allied Armed Fbrees from the 109 divisions available
in the MATO countries at the beginning of 1960. However, of these,
only 50 divisions, and 23 brigade groups and eeparat‘ units were
subordinated to the Allied Command. The remaining large units and
units remain under the subordination of national zommande as part
of the troops of the.rirst and second echelons.

The large unite subordinated to the Allied Connand are main-
tained in peacetime at full TO & B strength and do not require
additional build -up through mobilization. Almost all of them
participated in the exercise and were deployed in operational
formations two days prior to the beginning of var. The members
of NATO provided the following nunber of divisions: USA-5, THG-S,
England-3, France -4, Turkey-15, Greece -8 divisions. A small

ill" SE ET
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firtt	 cf NA:Z Hs ::mprLsel :f 	 divisions and
foi..r trigs:es. :n peace:ime, 'he,/ are maintained at 6c percent
perscnnel strengt:: 64:1	 perc.ief.*. el..ipment streng:h. Five days
sire a1loted fcr their m0‘::.inatl ion tt..11d-up. It mast te assumed
tnat these tisiclocis 	 mct;:ited ani fully resly ty the
beginning :f war,	 thf:rmaton is lacking about their use
in the exer:qse.

The remaining 20 diVision4 which comprise the zecand eAlelon
of NATO, are kept at only 25-3Z. percent strength dt.ring'peacetine.
It would require 10-20 days to bring thez to combat readiness.

What base do the NATO countries have for the build-up of
ground . troops through mobilitatlon,

1	 :

In th UUK, in addition to-tne existing 15 regular divisioms
(of which 5 divisions are initiArope) there are 52 National Guard
and Army Neierve divisions (about 1.5 million.men), a,sighificant
part of which systematically uadergoes cembat training. The Inactive
Reserve consists of about 500 thousand men. In this tanner, the
UBA has at its disposal a trained reserve of up to 2 million men.
In the USA much attention is being given to the problem of insuring
rapid mobilization and the reLnforcement of troops deployed in over-
seas theaters of military operations.

1The FRG bad 11 divisions At the beginning of 1960. When the
Simple Alert was declared (14'September), assembly points for
mobilization were set up in Western Germany and the call-up of
reserves vas started under the striae of refresher training. By
17 September it was planned to bring all large units and units
of the Bundes4ehr to a ful: *time complement, to form a
considerable number of new units, and to form personnel reserves.
Specifically, reserve battalions were forted in each of' the
eight divisions under the subordination of the NATO Command. in
military districts 57 reserve training battalions were formed, which
were deplo)ed in areas adjoinpig the western border Of the MC
The total nuMber of enlisted 4nel non-commissioned officer personnel
in the organized reserve by 17 September was 78 thousand 'men, and
about WO reserve officers. In addition - (several Wadi missing) -
men vho had passed the examinilation but vho had not served in the
Bundesvehr.
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In Great Britain at the beginn!hg of 196 ,0 there were six
divisions and 13 brigades and brigade groups. The base for the
build-up of ground troops in wartime is the territcrial army,
consisting of 10 divisions unich in peacetime are kept at 70-60
percent strength.

In other IATO member-countries contingents of military trained
reserves are färmid. Large units and units of reserves similar to
the American and English ones dc not exist in tne majority of these
countries at the present Lite-

It would not be correct tc evaluate the potential build-up of
NATO armed forces through mobilization in terms of divisions of
grOund troops. Under conteaporary conditions the evaluation of
the probable enemy's potential for the means of nuclear attack acquires
decisive significance. Means of this type which are available to
the NATO Command are: tactical aviation, cruise missiles "Matador"

, and ")em", tactical missiles ("Redstone", 'Corporal", "Hopest John",
"Lacrosse", "Little Jan"), and atomic artillery (280 mm cannon and
203.2 am howitzers). As iakmovn, the strategic means of nuclear
attack have not been put at the disposal of the NATO Command, they
are in the hands of the Anglo-American command and may be uset in
addition to the existing forces of MATO.,

At the present time, plans are maturing for the creation of
allied strategic nuclear forces vithi. the Western European Alliance
which includes Great Britain, France, FRG, Italy, Belgium, The
Netherlands, and Luxemburg * that is, not all the members of NATO.
Evidently, what is intended is to create air force and 1SSA units
capable of using nuclear weapons. These units are considered to
be the basic means of war in Europe. For the present, no such
allied strategic nuclear forces as yet exist in Europe. In
exercise SIDE STEP, operational-tactical nuclear forces we2 .! used.

By 17 Septedber all 4.17.. ta ltical aviation forces available
to the Allied NATO Comnand were brought to 0111 combat readiness.
In the Central European Theater of Military Operations the 2od
and 4th Allied Tactical Air Commands, composed of 115 squadrons
(about 2500 aircraft, inclUding about 1,500 fighters-bombers and
more than 500 fighters of the Air Defense),were readied. In addition,
the USA and England allocated about 1,000 fighter-boebers.and
fighters of the Air Defense. This number of aircraft basically
conforms to the colbst strength of NATO aviation in peacetime.

\
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In the South European Theater cf Military Operations tn 6th
Allied Tactical AiT Commend ves brought to readiness. In addition,
two tactical air squadrons were transferred tc this theater from
the USA and the carrier aviation of the 6th Pleat as used.

Significant forces of tactiCal eviatton remain under the
subordination of the naticcal cceroande of the USA, England, and
France. It was also planned to bring this aviation to combat
readiness. In line with this the principal members of NATO are
creating aviation reserves for replacing losses.. The best are
the Air Force reserves of the USA (the National Guard and the
Air Force Reserve), vhich can also be brought to cot readiness.

Tactical missiles and atomic artillery , are for the present
underNhe command of the USA and,in part, England. At the present
time, there are 48 battalions of guided missiles and free rockets
of an operatiornal-tactical ' designation and atomic artillery con-
centrated in the Swope= theaters of which 36 battalions are
located 1* the Central liuropean Theater of Military Operatioos.
avidaetly all of them took part in the exercise. lathe last two
days before the beginning of the war it vas planned to deploy all
these units in the appropriate areas and to equip them with nuclear
vespcos. The MATO Command considers that there is an insufficient
quantity of these means of nuclear attack to support the calbat
operations of the allied ground troops. For this reason it is
planned by 3.963 to bring the nueber of battalions, together with
the former ones, to 130 missile battalions of operational-tactical
designation.

In this manner, exercise ale ATIP and a number of other
training exercises indicate that the 1100 Commend evidently plans
to carry out in advance secret, comprehensive measures for the
build-up Of the armed forces through mobilisation under conditions
when war is preceded. by a period of sharp political tension. At
the same ilme it is knovn. that in recent years in the Vest many
of the military ideologists of imperialism are coming out ageinet
the build-up of the armed forces through mobilization before the
beginning *flair in view of the difficulty of hiding this under-
taking, ant consequently, the inpoesibilits of achieving a surprise
attack. libr this reason it is Proposed to have Such'ariad
twitending combat readiness in peacetime, as they would be able
to start military operations without undert iaking the slightest
noticeable mobilisation measures prior to the beginning of armed
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conflict. It is ful.Ly possible that these views are reflected
in the aggressive p:s.:15 of the Command of the Anglo-American Bloc.
We have many facts which indicate that this Command, utilizing
numerous bases and the territories of the countries dependent on
the USA and England, is Striving to deploy in advance the necessary
groupings of forces and tears in'the appropriate areas and in the
theaters of military operations, from where they plan to start a
war against the countries of the Socialist Camp.

Let vs pause briefly on the problems which were worked on in
the rear area exercises. These exercises took in all the European
theaters of militaxT operations. As already noted., in these exercises
the existing system for Supplying the armed forces of MATO with
materiel was checked and the abilities of Bloc member-countries to
independently support their troops assigned to MATO were studied.

Tbe following principles were applied as the basis for
organising, material-technical support in the exercise. Each
member-country of NATO was responsibleihr-the materiel, technical,
end medical support of its troops and determined independently
the types and quantities of the materiel necessary for the support
of cat operations. The commanders of the Allied troops were
charged with the responsibility for distribution and .use of the
material-technical supplies allocated to their Jurisdiction, for
making up requisitions ( together with the corresponding national
authorities) for material-technical supplies, snd for the fulfillment
of these requisitions by the national authorities and by the NATO
high command. The commanders of the national formations were
responsibile for the materiel, technical and medical support of the
troops .under their subordination.

Rear support of American and English ground troops was
accomplished through zones of communication, which passed through
the territories of Fray le, FRG, Belgium, and Rolland and were the
connecting link between the USA, Great Britain and the zones of
combat operations in the Central European Theater of Military
Operations. In the aims 	 (part of one sentence missing) --
by rear units -- sectors, the besi area (hasovyy uchasiok) and
the forward area (peredoVoy uchastOk) within the confines of
which were located depotS of various designations, rear unite and
establishments. The comOland for supplying atomic and missile
weapons to the A.serican ground troops was situated in the for-
ward zone; it supplied these tYPes or weapons to all atonic support
units, including units aesigned underithe Commands of other NATO
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webers countries.

)tor transport was chiefly used for delivery of supplies; fuel
and lubricants very delivered by pipe lines arid brought up in tank
trucks and RR tankcars. Special attention in the exercise was
devoted to questions of rapid delivery of supplies from ports located
on the Trench coast to depots in the zone cf combat operations.

As a whole the system Of organization of material-technical
support of ground troops in the eiercide was characterized by
extreme complexity; this was caused by the tact that the governments and
.corgeods of eadh NATO nelber-country were responsible for sporting their
troops with eseential supplies as well as by the differences in
the organization of supply of the national formational and troops
assigned to the jurisdiction of,-the MATO Commend. One of the
vulnerable points in this 'system is the great extension of the
lines of communIcation. It is sufficient to point out that the
depth at the zones of communicetione of the American and Ploglish
troops, without counting the depth of the combat operation tones,
was more than 700-750 km. Thu forces the command to sOhdivide •
into sectors, which in turn coeplicates the organisation of
delivery and supply.

re were certain mutual features in the operational calenlatiame
of the normn used in the exercise for material-technical supply cif
the Viet Oermmn ground troops, 'which consisted of the fact that to
fecilitate the fOrmulation of estimates, all types of reserves of
aaterial-technical supplies sere calculete on the heals of unit
average norms of supply for one man, expressed in kilogrmma. Mood,
clothing, engineer equipment, construCtion materials, POL,
commumleatiomm equipment and other itene 'were planned in veleta,
units per man.

The method of calculating losses deserves attention. Losses of
peraoenel and combat materiel were determined by taking into account

the place of the large unit in the operational formation (state
aryedinenlya v operativnom postroyenii) and the degree or iatensity
of combat ()mations. fOr the first seven dos of thesis lame
sere estimated approximately as follows: Perennial -116-411 Perwead4
atomic artillery, guided missiles and free meets, eel *WM
vehicles -30-40 percent; tactical aviation coribut aircraft - 71 per-
cant; and air defines aircraft - 53 percent (taking into amount
repairs of damaged aircraft); *tonic weapons -30-3, 'oxcart;
conventional ammunition -20-30 percent; POL - 20-35 percent.

41111P SEG\r'T 
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Characteristically, losses of personnel, armament, an& coat
materiel during the first day of wax were 3-§ times higher than
the average daily lossed for the seven days of the war.

The questions worked on i n the naval exercise were basically
those of defense of comMunications and control of merchant shipping
during tbso first days of the var. The staffs of the allied naval
end sir forces on the Atlantic and in the zone of the English
Channel, the staffs of the naval forces in the European theaters
of military operations, and also merchant marine enterprises of
the MATO member-countries took part in this training exercise.

In the design of the exercise it was planned that the main
efforts of the MATO naval forces during the first days of the war
be concentrated on the annihilation of nuclear missile weapon*,
airfields and •tbserine bases in the northwestern and southern
Gress of GMAMOS territory, and on the defensetof communications
lines le the Atlantic and in the Mediterranean. .Prtor to the
beginning of coabat operations mdbilisstimamessmaes were
carried out in the naval fortes and in the merthant fleet,
specific tasks of the allied naval forces in different areas 'were
defined, the dispersion of the forces and weapons of the fleet was
provided for,, satertal-tethnical support and the evacuation of
bases and pltsmame organized, a centralized directorate of
shipping was created, Canso). ere formed and other measures
were carried out.

It was considered that with the beginning of military
operations a significant part of the WO naval bases, porta and
airfields in Western Europe and in lierth America was destroyed
or 1104 put out of commission for a prolonged period as a result of
MAIM nuclear strikes and that a part of the reserves of different
types of supplies qn h;nd at the beginning of the war in depots
of the European memher-countries of MATO was wiped out. In this
connection the MAO Command planned to organise loadine■unloeding
work in mmIll harbors in roadsteads and in unequipped sectors of
he coast, although this brought about adearease in shipping
turnover (eudooborot) sad • shortie. of coating vessels.

According to the plan of the exercise comed, the prinelpel
threat to the shipping of 	 eanber-comatries was created 1117
ORAPUB stibmarines, deployed along comunicetione lines Is the
Atlantic and in the Nediterrsnean see, as veal as thetr

st.a7
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aviation, which along with carrying out attacks against ports and
ships at sea, layed mines in coastal communications lines and in
the English Channel, the Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean Sea.
In these circu.-atances, the defense of naval communications was
organized on a so“ '	 Aciple, in accordance with which responsi-
bility for the security of merchant navigation within the boundaries
of a theater or region rested on the corresponding NCO naval
commander. The guarding ant defense of individual vessels which
had not yet been brought into a convoy were orgaciz:.d only in
areas of most intensive navigation with the use of antisubmarine
vessels and aircraft for this purpose, as well as of aircraft
carrier antisubmarine bunter-killer groups. With defense of
naval communications lines organised in this mannertbe NATO
Command calculates that the cOmmunications lines viii not be
seriously disrupted at the beginning of the var.

Ihe exercise shows that /bean Command is devoting great
attention to insuring uninterrupted merchant navigation in a
future var.

Ve have examined the most important features of the exercise
uf the allied armed forces of the aggressive **TO Bloc, BIDE STU,
amd the basic problems Which were worked on in this exercise. As
can be seen, the exercise was a many-sided one, in which many
practical problems of preparation and conduct of war in Europe
were tested. To a certain degree, the exercise reflects the
official views of the command of the Anglo-American Bloc on the
nature and methods of waging 0 future aggressive war against the
countries of the Socialist Culp. .

Special significance is attacped to the advance implementation of
sobilitation measures to bringing the armed forces to coMbat readiness,
to their deployment In operational formations, and to supplying them
with all the essential means of support. The leaders of the Anglo-
American Bloc are evidently not certain of the fact that the war
unleeshed by them will end as quickly as they wish. for this
reason they are Locking for methods of immuring the readiness of
their armed forces even for al war which 	be of long duration
(Lot two words uncertain).

In the gams tor waging the war the =In reliance is placed
on the use of nuclear wagons and on the carrying out of a nuclear
offensive, with the aid of which it is calculated to drastically
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change the correlation of forces in their favor and, it is hoped,
to give the ground troops the pOssibility of conducting offensive
operations. Among the means of using nuclear veapons . side by
side vith aviation great importance is attached to missiles of

fs

o rational-tactical designation. At the same time, atomic
arreg artillery is videly used as in the past. A large role
also assigned to the ground troops, vho are given the mission

of exploiting the results of a nuclear offensive for carrying
military operations, as nay be judged from certain available
informatidon, onto the territory of the Soviet Union.

On the vhole, exercise SUE STEP testifies to the aggressive
nature of the MATO military preparations, vbich are openly directed
against the Soviet Union and the other countries or the Socialist
Camp: It is well to bear in mind, hovever, that the military
preparations of MATO reflected in exercise MBE STEP do not exhaust
all the aegressive plans of the Anglo-American Bloc. As Is known,
in the future war vhiCh they are 'feverishly preparing against the
USSR, the militaristic circles of this bloc place Principal reliance
on the strategic means of nuclear attack - strategic aviation
intercontinental missiles, misalles of intermediate range, and .
the aircraft carrier and missile carrier assault fleet. With the
aid of these means of armed conflict they aim to solve the main
prObleme of a future nue.ear var.

AU this Obligates our coMmand personnekto study Thoroughly
the experience of the training exercises of the probable enemy,
to analyse more deeply all the measures carried out by them on the
preparation and unleashing of a new war against the Soviet Onion
and the other countries of the Socialist Camp, and to take this
into account in the preparation of cur armed forces and in the
working oat of methods of thwarting the aggressive adventures of
the SATO leaders.
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Classical Military Art and Nuclear/Missile Warfare*

by Major-General of Artillery I. Dzhordzbadze

The principles of military art which have been in
existence for centuries and which have become classical
and seemingly unchangeable mus t undergo basic changes
under the conditions of conducting nuclear/missile warfare.

Moreover, among us there has arisen the idea that
research directed at studying the nature of a future war
and the special features of conducting operations will be
done within the framework of the principles of military
art which have Already been formed and which prevail over
military research and limit the extent and.resolu t ion of
their scholarly and practical conclusions. In all works
of theory which have been published, there is no lack •of
recognition.of the significance of nuclear/Missile equipment
and of its main and decisive role. However, the whole
meaning of the all-determining role of nuclear/missile
weapons, a role which is recognized in theory, disappears
when in practice these weapons are scattered among old
arms of troops with the purpose of supporting infantry and
tank operations.

That is why we consider it necessary to examine the
problem of whether it is possible to put the new theory
and practice of nuclear/missile warfare within the frame-
u.ork of classical hilitary art or whether a new military
art -- the art of nuclear/missile warfare -- must be
erc-ated to replace the old one.

At first it should be ascertained whether the most
effective use of new weapons can be made if they are in
the complement of old arms of troops.

We are excluding this possibility. If motorized
rifle and tank troops are given nuclear weapons, then

*The author has in mind that part of nuclear. 'missile var.which
is conducted within the framework of front operations, and
he calls it field warfare.



still, because of the limited capabilities of the infantry
and tanks, they will not be able to use the powerful combat
f eatam*; ,.)f the new weapons.

As can be seen from Figure 1, 3 two-megaton blasts in
combination with 8 half-megaton blasts can destroy everything
living and for a prolonged period exclude the possibility
of troop combat operations over an area where a field
army of the USA is located (23,000 km2).

It is obvious that after conducting such a nuclear
strike there is no need at all for operations over the
contaminated territory by infantry, and tanks. However,
according to all existing canons of classical military art,
the infantry and tanks should operate under these condititns,
because it is they who are called upon to destroy the oppbsing
enemy forces and carry out his final rout according to the
principles for waging armed combat which have been developed.
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Figure 1. The number of ' nuclearbursts reeded for the radioactive
contamination of ground with a radiation dose of 300 roentgens and
a wind speed of 50 kph.



How can one combine in the same area large nuclear
bursts which create high radiation levels with strikes by
the- infantry and tanks? There 4s only one solution. -- to
lint the force of nuclear weapon bursts to levels which
would not prohibit operations by our own infantry-tank
groupings and at the same timelmould ensure their advance.

Thus, the classical military art of waging infantry-
tank warfare forces us to emplOy a whole arsenal of small
nuclear weapons, starting at one kiloton, and limits the
use of large bursts. In connection with this, there arises
the need to create large supplies of small nuclear warheads,
thousands of which would be needed for an operation, and
actually issue 200 to 300 to aifront. As a result there
arises the completely distorted idea that there is always
a shortage of nuclear warheads, whereas correct technical
and operational calculations on the use of large bursts
show that there is a quite sufficient amount of miclear
weapons at the front to accomplish all the tasks in a
true nuclear/missile war.

From Figures 1 and 2 one can see that a field army
of the USA can be destroyed by3 two-megaton and 8 half-
megaton bursts or 1,653 three-kiloton and 20 half-megaton
or 5,143 three-kiloton bursts.'

In this it should be stressed that nuclear bursts of
high yield make it possible todestroy troops over an
enormous area, and thus eliminate the need to seek out and
destroy each individual target: Small nuclear bursts,
however, are used to destroy sPecific targets, and this
actually is a return to the practice of fire of tube artillery.

Small nuclear weapons do not ensure the complete des-
truction of the enemy as a whole, but accomplish only a part
of this task and leave the achievement of the ultimate pur-
pose to the infantry-tank grouping, whereas by using 'nuclear
weapons of large yield, one can complei,ely accomplish the
tack of destroying the enemy in a very short time.

Consequently, there is no justification for striving,
by artificial limitation of the technical capabilities of
nuclear weapons, to create conditions for simultaneous opera-
tions in the same zone with them and with motorized rifle and
tank units and large units.
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It is inadmissible to have the large variety of small
nuclear warheads now . ased in exercises, and their
adaptation to the infantry and tanks simultaneously determines
the large varietyl also,of missile equipment. The. correct
technical and operational use of powerful nuclear bursts, .
however, limits the amount and variety of missile equipment
and makes it possible to regulate its yields, having created
a group of systems.which is small in number.

The large amount and variety of nuclear/missile weapons
and their adaptation to the old unwieldy system of controlling
infantry-tank operations result in the need to create a
large number of automated. control systems which become
completely unnecessary under the correct conduct of nuclear/
missile warfare. Indeed, if the number of nuclear/missile
weapons of great yield which are being used is not large,
and if the functions of control of nuclear/missile weapons
and infantry-tank groupings are clearly limited, then
there will be very few installations for automating control
of	 new weapons, because one can .control the old arms
of troops without highspeed automated devices.

Thus, one can consider that to a large extent,
within the framework of classical military art, thecombat
capabilities of the new equipment are paralyzed; the use
of more effective and economic nuclear warheads of great
yield is limited; unnecessary and expensive work 16 done
to create an enormous Arsenal of missile weapons which
are adapted for the mass use of small nuclear warheads;
and for all new and old arms of troops (despite the high
speed demanded for this) there are being created numerous
electronic machines, although there is no need to automate
and complicate all the processes of controlling old arms
of troops to an identical degree.

All this ham a negative effect on carrying out a
new military and technical program.

To give scope to the new military equipment and to
determine the. correct program for working it out and
introduCink it, one suit decisively reject the use of
obsolete canons of classical military art which obstruct
Eext continues on page 127
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I and II

1. Each individual target is reconnoitered and
destroyed.

2. Cooperation of all arms of troops consists of
coordination of troop operations in one zone according
to target, place, and time.

3. There is the massing of basic forces and weapons
on one or two axes.

4. The system of controlling joint operations of
individual arms of troops and weapons for combat is
awkward; command posts are unwieldy, have little
mobility, and are overloaded with support subunits.

5. There is the presence of millions of lground troops
and an enormous amount pf varied armaments and equipment
within the amplement of a front. There are enormous
materiel expenditures and complexity in supporting
operations.

Conclusions 

1. There is no basic difference between former times
and now in organizing and conducting troop combat
operations and in the procedure and sequence of destroy-
ing targets. Despite the existence mr-w of nuclear/
missile weapons, everything remains at the level of
,prenuclear warfare (the only difference is that more
'powerful ammunition is rased). The mechanical unification
of the old and new military art has doubly complicated
the conditions of conducting an operation, whereas
nuclear/missile weapons objectively simplify these
conditions.

2. The simultaneous operation of infantry-tank groupings
and of nuclear/missile*eapons in the same zone paralyzes
the technical capabilitiea of nuclear weapons and gives
rise to a shortage of small nuclear warheads.

3. The artificial subOrdination of nuclear/missile
weapons to infantry-tank formations results in maintaining
a large number of infantry-tank troops and old weapons
of destruction and limits the development of new arms of
troops.



III

1. Groups cf targets over a large area (ir continuous
.2.nes are reconnoitered and destroyed. Thanks to the

of large nuclear bursts, the possibility of a
shortage of nuclear warheads will be eliminated.

2. Coordination consists of the most efficient dis-
tribution of the efforts of nuclear/missile and
infantry-tank groupings according to zones.

3. A careful demarcation of tasks and the specialization
of control of new and old arms of troops sharply re-
duces the organs of control. To cortrol a nuclear/
missile army there must be a single set of high-speed
machines. Nuclear/missile strikes which are based col
large bursts are simple 1 ," their planning and conduct.

4. Groune troops are sharply reduced. 1J combat a
ground enemy one must have both a nuclear/missile and
combined-arms army.

- 9 -
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the efficient use of nuclear/missile weapons. Instead
of this, One should work out new technical, operational-
tactical, and organizational bases for waging nuclear/
missile warfare.

First of all, the new equipment itself shows that not
- every war which envisages the use of nuclear and missile
weapons can be called a nuclear/missile war. Thus, if
one uses 6=11 nuclear bursts for k firesupport of infantry
and tank operations, thislwill not be a nUclear/missile
war IRA a somewhat modernized infantry-tank-arti'lery war.

The calculations cited in Figure 1 show that the
most effective energy. equivalent for a nuclear burst under
field conditions is an equivalent within the .5 to 2 megaton
range. In our opinion, this indicator should be acknowledged
as the technical criterion of a genuine nuclear/missile
war. All the other, smaller bursts must be considered of
an auxiliary and incident

la
I nature.

The needed yields of large nuclear bursts and their
combinaticn will be deterplined basically by the accepted
plan of. radiation contamination of large areas and by the
conditions of the combat and meteorological situation.

1
In the event that 3 itwo-megaton and 8 half-megaton

nuclear bursts are used against a field army, of the USA,
continuous radiation zones pill be formed (Figure 2) with
deadl y radiation levels. 1 This ensures the reliable
destruction of enemy personnel and Completely excludes
the possibility of i his mineuvering:because the radiation
zones will have the moet fantastic shapes,forming an intricate
maze.

The procedure for chnducting nuclear/missile strikes
envisages creating continuous Zones of nuclear destruction
of personnel over large tireas with high radiation levels.
The personnel of all armS, of troops will not be able to
operate on ground with such high radiation le vels, and,
consequently, even the cOnventional combat equipment will
be useless. Under these 'conditions, there is no longer
the need for additiontl physical destruction of enemy
personnel by other means and arms of troops Just as there
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also is no need for the 'destruction of the basic part
of his combat. equipment; Over the enormous areas of the
continuous zones of nuclear destruction there is the need
primarily to conduct operations of a checking and
reconnaissance nature by the forces of bombardment and
reconnaissance aircraftlin combination with the operations
of special groups of airborne forces. Special motorized
detachments equipped with special vehicles, equipment,
and protective devices can be used occasionally in this
area.

The basic task of Checking and reconnaissance
operations must be to detect and destroy enemy nuclear/
missile weapons operating with the aid of remote control
and automatic systems without human assistance according
to a prior given program..

The procedure and Sequence of combating enemy missile
troops will also change; at first, antiaircraft guided
missiles will be destroyed and then surface-to-surface
ones. This will open the possibility for the operations
of all arms of air reconnaissance, whereas now antiaircraft
guided missiles excludelthe combat work of reconnaissance
aviation, and this paralyzes all the reconnaissance
activities of the front:

Thus, by creating Continuous zones of nuclear 
destruction, the nuclear/missile troops are capable
of independently performing the basic task of destroying
the enemy over large areas.. It is our profound confIETIOn
that the operations of large infantry-tank groupings in
these zones are inadvisable and ' even impossible.

Consequently, the need arises to limit the zones
of operations of the 	 and infantry-tank
troops according to area instead of the existing principle
of joint operations of new and old arms of troops.

Nuclear/missile troops plan and conuuct A program
of large bursts which create the desired picture of the
radiation situation simultaneously over the whole area
where the enemy troops are located. The picture of the
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zones of complete enemy nuclear destruction will change
depending on the given system of layers (sloynost) and
the zones of radiation contamination, as well as the combat
and meteorological situation. Variations of the plan for
nuelear/micsile strikes will comprise the basis of the
program for conducting large bursts. These programs may
be fed into existing computers in advance, and in an
instant one can receive the best solution corresponding
to the specific situation.

Thus, over the enormous areas where enemy troops are
located, one can create a radtation situation in the
tactical and operational depth in which enemy personnel
would be in continuous radiation zones and would be broken
up by zones with deafly radiation levels.

In our opinion, the art of determining and forming
such continuous zones of nuclear destruction over enormous
areas comprises the basis of military art in nuclear/
missile warfare.

In the zones of continuous nuclear destruction, one
can provide special corridors free from radiation
contamination for the operations of our own infantry-tank
and other troop groupings.

These troop groupings can be set aside for occupying
enemy territory which is free from high radiation levels.
They use and develop the success of the enemy's defeat
which was achieved by large nuclear bUrsts. Therefore,
we consider that the main task -- the destruction of
opposing enemy forces -- can be accomplished independently
by nuclear/missile troops, but the occupa t ion of enemy
territcrV, the consolidation of the success, and Support for
conducting nuclear/missile strikes can be done by
combined-arms groupings equipped with ordinary weapons.

in our opinion, such an efficient distribution of
efforts of new and old Weapons according to ground, target,
and tasks guarantees success in waging nuclear/missile
warfare. With this, it must be kept in mind that under
the conditions of nuclear/missile warfare one must inevitably
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force from the battlefields the basic masses of infantry—
tank and other troops equipped with conventional weapons
and together With them their comp]ex and unwieldy tactics
and operational art and strategy, and one must confirm
the new military art based on nuclear !missilc meihods for
waging armed battle.

The purpose of any operation is to destroy the enemy,
And we think that this destruction can and must be achieved,
not by infantey-tank encirclement and splitting enemy troops,
but by destroying them with nuclear weapons. The mighty
combat powers of nuclear weapons simplify the strategy
of destruction and, on the battlefield, remove the borders
of tactical, operational, and strategic scales.

In delivering strategic nuclear/missile strikes,
ii one must select targets, then in the zone of combat
operations of the fronts one must and can use their
complete destruction by large nuclear bursts. We consider
that we must put a decisive end to conducting front
operations by old methods. Old arms of troops and methods
of their combat use =St be improved, and they must be
adapted to the best use of the results of employing nuclear/
missile weapons. But one cannot achieve decisive purposes
in operations by expanding the capabilities of old arms
of troops through equipping them with new weapons but
by the unification of everything newjAll types of
weapons of mass destruCtion, missile and other means to
deliver them, and reconnaissance means) into a single
nuclear/missile army Which is capable of destroying
oppr...sing enemy forces by crushing blows. Simultaneously
with this, one must reduce sharply the , troops equipped
with conventional weapons and unify motorized rifle, tank,
and other conventional troops into homogeneous, combined-
arms large units with a limited amount of armament. The
basic tasks of these new combined-arms large units and
formations will be to occupy enemy territory, consolidate
the success achieved by the nuclear/missile strikes on
areas free from high radiation levels, and to provide
ground cover for a nuclearAmissile army and for other
troops on their own territory. Thus, the combined-arms
large units will not be forced to wage battles and combat



with the main enemy forces as this was understood in the
past. There will have to be an occasional use of transport
aviation to move combined-arms large units by air to cross
zones with high radiation levels.

'Large nuclear bUrsts will reduce to a minimum the
number and variety of nuclear and missile weapons.
Basically there will have to be nuclear warheads of three
types: half-megaton, one-megaton, and two-megaton, and cor-
respondingly with them, three types of missiles with a
firing rang" of up to 1000 km. It is technically more
advisable to use fixed strategic missiles for a greater
distance.

Thirty to forty launching mounts are able to create
a continuous zone of nuclear destruction on the scale of
a front. As can be seen, the number of launching mounts
with ready missiles is not large. However, for their
reliable use and support one must have a whole nuclear/
missile army which should include: nuclear/missile
divisions, a division for comprehensive reconnaissance --
to receive and clarify reconnaissance data -- checking
and reconnaissance divisions conducting special operations
over the zones of complete nuclear destruction, divisions
of field cover for nuclear/missile troops, and technical
and supply units and large units.

Thus, all the basic forces set aside to fight
against a ground enemy can be united into two armies:
a nuclear/missile army and a combined-arms army.
The decisive and leading role of the commander of
the nUclear/missile army it obvious, and therefore he
will have to coordinate the operations of these armies.
Apparently, there will be no need to create an unwieldy
front directorate with general control functions. It is
enough to supplement the command . of the nuclear/missil.,
army by a coordination group to ostablish agreement fur
operations on land and in the air.

It is natural that the methods and forms of military
art which are based on the principles for waging nuclear/
missile warfare under field conditions will exclude several
generally accepted classical propositionsj and the old

-14-
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and new can be compared in Figure 2.
•

In our opinion, victory in field warfare will be
achieved by that side which first goes over to genuine
nuclear/missile warfare and takes advantage of the blunders
of an enemy who adheres to the old principles of infantry-
tank warfare. Thorough exploitation of enemy mistakes
which stem from the old inherited principles of waging
war, particularly inIthe initial period, will comprise a
very important part of the new military art.

•

If we begin now to reorganize our armed forces in
accordance with the principlps of military art of
genuinc nuclear/missile warfare, then we shall gain
several years and shall outstrip the most highly
developed armies of the world in this regard.

The problems of combating missile and aviation delivery
means in the flight trajectory in the air and space are the
element of nuclear/missile warfare which has been least
resolved.

Investigation of the nature and operations of a
probable air and ground enemy and a comparision of them
with the capabilities of our ground troops reveals a
sharp discrepancy between our forces of counteraction
and the forces of enemy air invasion.
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These calculations (Table 1) show that the proportion
of deans of enemy air attack in the use of nuclear and
conventional weapons comprises* percent and the means
of groumi attack 52 percent, while our forces of counter-
action to an air enemy on the flight trajectory (PVO troops)
comprise only 6 percent of ground troops l and to the ground
enemy, 94-percent.

Thus, one can observe an obvious discrepancy between the
complement of our ground troopdand The nature of operations
of the air and ground enemy. The operations of the probable
enemy bear a typical air-ground character with an almost
equal ratio of the yield of strikes from the air and on 	 •
the ground. The counteractionlof our ground troops, however,
essentially has a one-sided, ground nature, with an obvious
shortage of the forces of counteraction to the air enemy.

One observes a different picture in examining the
forces of counteraction of our probableenemy (the army
of the USA) (Table 2).

The proportion of our meal* of air attack of a front
in using nuclear and conventional weapons comprises 27
percent and the means of . ground attack, 73 percent.
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The forces of enemy counteraction to our means of air
attack (antiaircraft guided missiles and antiaircraft
artillery), however, comprise 25 percent of his ground
troops, and to the means of ground attack, 75 percent.

Thus, the complement of enemy ground troops almost
completely corresponds to the probable nature of our
strikes against him, Taking into consideration the
pronounced ground-air nature of the possible operations
of our troops with a prevalence of ground strikes over
air strikes by about 2.7 times, the counteraction of the
enemy also has a pronounced ground-air nature with the
predominance of the forces of counteraction to a ground
attack over the forces of counteraction to an air attack.

Consequently, there is a sharp discrepancy between
the complement of our ground troops and the nature of
the possible attack :rom the air, something which is not
observed among our probable enemy. This discrepancy which
has arisen must be eliminated by a sharp increase in the
PVC, troops of the ground troops and in our means of air
attack.

The air-ground nature of nuclear/missile warfare is
a new, specific, and more complex side to the matter.
The successful struggle in the air and the destruction of
an air enemy is a decisive element in ensuring success in
operations or. campaigns.

PVO troops of a front who are equipped with modern
nuclear antiaircraft systems act as the main force in the
antimissile and antiaircraft struggle under field conditior.s.
Antiaircraft defense of troops is now built and founded on
the use of antiaircraft guided missiles. Therefore, all
the old means of fighting against an air enemy can serve
only as a supplement to the main PVO weapon - the antiair-
craft guided missile - and in principle the new bases of
the combat use of these missiles will determine the nature
of the PV0 troops as a whole.

Antiaircraft guided missiles make a start at creating
a highly effective and constantly functioning zonal PVO
system with which, instead of covertng individual objectives
(objective PVO), and periodic operations of fighter aviation,
there is brought about simultaneously a constant cover of



all the numerous objectives, and the numerous linked zones
of destruction of the antiaircraft guided missiles form a
whole system for the struggle in the air in the zone of the
whole front.

Antiaircraft guided missiles of various types are capable 
of accomplishing inde endently the tasks of fighting against 
al a  r targets, an t s exc  u  es t e nee to use other, 
old IWO means  in the zeine of their operations. This simplifies 
the coal-TM-is of coordination.	 By its operations, fighter
aviation must supplement the PV0 of the\troops outtide the
destruction zones of the antiaircraft guided missiles.

Using electronic domputers,we conducted research on
the effectiveness of antiaircraft guided missile operations and
of fighter aviation ip a single zone and in various zones.
It was discovered that in limiting the zones of operations,
the effectivenes- of antiaircraft guided missiles increased
by more than two times.

Consequently, also under field conditions, it is becoming
possible to 'employ the most convenient and simple principle
of coordination of new and old PVO means by limiting their
zones of operations according to the terrain. In connection
with this, the existing belief that supposedly no single
means of fighting against An air enemy can accomplish
independently all the tasks of the PV0 of the troops, and
that there must be close coordination between completely
different types of means within a single zone, is losing
its force. To give independence to the new weapons in 
an operational-tactical and- organizational manner -- this,
in our opinion, is the main task of military, science at the
new stage of development of our armed forces. 

The experience oflexercises conducted with the use of
electronic computers proved the great effectiveness of a
constantly functioning system of zonal PVO. Together with
this, there arose an urgent need for centralized control
of the large forces of the antiaircraft guided missiles.
The experience of exercises and the results of theoretical
research confirm once more, not only logically but also
mathematicalky, the advisability of unifying all antiair-
craft guided missilesi and other troops of the PV0 which
form a zonal system into single PVO  large units and formations.
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During recent years, however, there has been a process
of reducing and splitting all troop large units of antiair-
craft guided missiles and of forming separate subunits and
units in place of them. Thus, there has been created a
"scattering" of antiaircrzft gli .ided missile subunits of the
troop PN. 0, and this excludes the possibility of creating
a zonal PVO system. All this causes a sharp decrease in
the organs and means of control of the PVO chiefs
(nachalnik).

Right now the IWO of ground troops has been reduced to
its minimum level for the whOle history. of its existence.
What are the reasons for such a disastrous situation for
the youngest and most progressive arm of troops?

In our opinion, the basic reason is that instead of a 
single,correct,inteOral theory for unifying and centralizing
PVO troops, in practice there is being carried out a

erent a. t eorye-ar't-h-élrel—WHEI,Centralization.

This has resulted in serious consequences -- the
apparatus of the chiefs of the PV0.troops ofa
front and of armies now must control masses of small
subunits without having any resources for doing this.
They were isolated from the troops and were transformed
into secondary organs of combined-arms staffs,. 	 capable
only of preparing the antiaircraft defense of the troops,
but without being able'to direct the MO means to repel
raids.

Such an imperfect organization of the PVO system for
troops and of its control could not help but lead to an
essentiallY incorrect use of the antiaircraft guided missiles --
the most reliable PV0.meane,which is called upon to put zonal
cover into practice. Hundreds and thousands of missiles
will be spent for nothing because,1a4ing an organizing
principle and centralized system of automated controls some
ofthestargets.will be fired atty an unjustifiably large
number of missiles and the next will fly with impenity
over the battle formations of the troops.

By attacking the antiaircraft guided missile subunits
directly to the cover objectives -- which actually also
-means including them in themakeup • of divisions -- they
are artifigkally transformed into a means of direct cover.

-21-
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As a systen, zonal cover is excluded, and this weakens
the PVO as a whole.

The creation of an automated system of centralized
control of MO troops is one of the most important problems
of the present time. Its resolutioA is made much more
difficult if there is "scattering" of the antiaircraft
guided missile units. The movement, building up of the
zone of cover, the replacement of units which have been
put out of action, and distribution of targets are either
all excluded or Will be unsystematic and inefficient.

Despite scientific and actually proven principles,
it is proposed that the antiaircraft guided missile models.
which have not yet appeared also be split among subunits,
instead of using them inIa centralized way on the scale
of PVC large units and formations.

We consider that the need to create s system of zonal
PVC) inevitably cotrfirms the need which arose long ago to
create a PVC army as a powerfol means for antimissile and
antiaircraft combat under field conditions.

Under modern conditions, with the enormous satiation
of PVO troops of fronts with antiaircraft Missile means,
it would be completely correct to examine the PVC) of troops
as the most massive missile arm of troops and as the first 
PVO echelon of the State as a whole land to devote particular
attention to its development.

We must create a speCial industry of troop antiaircraft
guided missiles, of automated groups, and a system of
control; a special institute for antiaircraft guided
missiles and automation; we must accelerate the introduction
of troop antimissile systems; and se must create computing
centers, an academy, and ranges for the accelerated introduction
of mathematical methods and machines for controlling PVO
troops under field conditions.

Nuclear energy as a Means of destruction, missiles as
means of delivery, and electronics as a means of control,
are the basic components of a technical base on which modern
armed forces, including he PVO troops(for Antimissile and
antiaircraft cembat ), Must rest.

- 2 ? -
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The change from an army intended to wage infantry-tank
warfare to an army intended to wage nuclear/missile warfare
must be understooc not as a document but an a very serious
process arising from several military reforms.

During the history of the existence of organized armies,
never has one felt so sharply the need to make new military
reforms as now. Despite the fact that nuclear/missile
weapons caused the need to change from infantry-tank warfare
to new, nucle&r/missile warfare, and thus determined the
basic changes in building the armed forces, in our opinion
this far-reaching revolution was not marked or consolidated
by appropriate military reforms. It is not out of place
to recall that with the small numerical strength of the
Red Army and its weak armaments, during the period of 1924
to 1928 military reforms were made under the direction of
the military commission of the Central Committee of the
Russian Communist Part) (Bolsheviks). The course of military
reforms and the five-year plan for building the armed forces
were discussed at two plenums of the Central Committee of
the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevikq), at the 13th, 14th,
and 15th Party Congresses, and at tne 3rd and 4th All-Union
Congresses of Soviets.

It is quite obvious that at the same high level one
should make new and more complex and important military
reforms to ensure the decisive reorganization of the armed
forces and their readiness to wage nuclear/missile warfare.

We are couvinced that military reforms can never be
replaced by individual orders, ukases, or measures which
make it possible to resolver problems which may be very
important but which are still particular problems,
expecially if this concerns the creation of new arms of
troops. The formation of new types of armed forces and
arms of troops must , occur on the basis of a law and must
be accompanied by a corresponding change in the role and
place of old arms of troops, and this is possible only by
making thoroughly based and, consequently, firm military
reforms.

Military reforms must legalize the formation of new
nuclear and missile arms of troops and must simultaneously
determine the tasks and role of the old arms of troops.

-
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To wage field warfare one Mut create two new missile arms
of troops (nuclear/missile troops and troops for antimissile
and antiaircraft combat ), and one arm of troops.equipped
with conventional weapons.

The tasks of the strategic armed forces and the tasks
for waging field warfare Must also be carefully defined by
military reforms. The strategic armed forces are called
upon to destroy and neutralize the enemy's military and
economic potenttal and to protect °Li- country.

As is well known, nuclear/missile troops and troops
for antimissile and antiaircraft combat	 (The WO Troops of
the Country) will be organized on a strategic scale. Such
a successful combination of new principles of attack and
defense on a strategic scale, obviously, can and must be
spread to the conduct of field warfare.

In our opini.)n, military districts, which long ago
adapted themselves to waging infantry-tank warfare, also
must reokganize themselveslin accordance with the new
conditiolis of nuclear/missile warfare. It is obvious that
the interne/ districts must prepare themselves for strategic
nuclear/missile strikes and for antiair	 defense, and
the border districts must prepare themselves to wage field
warfare with the aim of destroying the armed forces on the
fronts.

The combination of strategic nuclear/missile
and antimissile operations conducted by internal
with the nuclear/missile strikes and antimissile
conducted by border districts will be one of the
of military strategy.

strikes
districts
operations
basic tasks

The complete independence of each district makes for
their interchangeability and guarantees the reliability
of fulfilment of, any strategic and operational task, even
when considerable forces are put out of action.

To ensure the complete independence and reliability of
operations of each district, during the initial period of
a war one must reject the existing methods of rear area
support based on supplying the troops with all weapons,
including missile weapons, i before and during the battle
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and must change to the principle oflearly supply of troops
with all types of nuclear and missile weapons. Early
nuclear/misAile supply and engineer preparation of troops
in the Theater of Military Operations create genuine
cond:.tions for the successful and timely conduct oftoperations
during the initial Period of the war.

For the practical instituting of military reforms and
transformations in the army one must decisively activate
military science. All the problemsltouching the various
areas of reality and practice are resolved now only on a
scientific basis.. In our opinion, military science is
illuminating in a completely unsatisfactory way the path
for the practice of military 'affairs , and to a considerable
degree it is still concerned with the scientific basis of
problems which have already been resolved. It appears to
us that military science concerns itself more with studying
the most general laws. It is no accident that a definition
of military science is still prevalent according to which
Soviet military science is thc solelsystem of knowledge
about the preparation and conduct of an armed struggle
..:to defend the Soviet Union from imperialist aggression.

1 the highest degree this is a general definition. Military
...cience must be the most specific area of knowledge,despite
the fact that it relies on the highest and most complex
achievements of technology aim' the intellecI.

In our opinion, military science is the science for 
creating an0 constantly improving the technical7program 
of armaments, a program which is combined with the most 
advantaffeous methods for employing the armed forces and 
the forms of their organization. The military science of
our time fluctuates between the ancient past and the still
unknown future. The matter is , further complicated because
the past stubbornly refuses to relinquish its positions.
Under these conditions all our knowle#ge and experience
must be united to work out a new and more intelligent
doctrine of field warfare.

to save hundreds of billions of rubles by bringing
about the best long-range military-technical program based
on the recognition of the role of large nuclear bursts and

I.
^
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If one must put at the basis of this doctrine some

iexpressed views, then it is our deep conviction that
they should be the following:
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by ceasing the production of unneeded and already quite
worthless small nuclear, missile, electronic, and numerous
conventional armaments;

to reduce the armed forces sharply and to receive
enormous economic benefits, and at the same time to make
them incomparably stronger and more effective in combat;

-, to simplify the art of waging armed struggle, to
reduce the brgans of control sharply, and thus to make it
easy to control troops Under the most complex field conditions
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SUBJECT	 Preliedekry Comments on Article from the Soviet
Publication Military Dureght

1. This article contains the most radical proposals yet ad-

vanced in the Military Thought series for reforming Soviet doctrine

for the tactical nee of nuclear veapons. The author, Major General of

Artillery I. Debordsbadse, argues that it is necessary to create what

he calls a new military art -- the art of muclearbessi/e warfare --

to replace the art of tank and infantry, var. Other proposals, be

maintains, merely graft new weapons on to obsolete concepts and re-

strict the potential of the new weapons.

2. The heart of Dshordshadse's argument is the proposition that

victory in theater operations can beet be achieved by employing small
r-

numbers of high yield 1104;4MS amainst enemy ground forces. le asserts

that 3 two-megaton blasts, together with 8 belf-segeton blasts, can

destroy everythin4 living and exclode for a prolonged period the

possibility of troop operations in the entire area nocraally occupied

by a US fielders, in combat formation. Dshordshadse anintaine that
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present Soviet operational concepts for combat against a US army,

which evidently call for the expend±ture of /nu:Ere& of small*: nuclear

weapons, are too wasteful and would be onlypertially effective.

3. The author advocates the creation of a nuclear/missile are-

as the min sub.rroup of a Soviet Front, with nuclear/missile divisions

as the army's main sib-group. In a Iron there would also be a ens-

bined arms army, but it would be sahordimate to the nuclear/missile

army and its role would be merely to provide protection for the nuclear/

missile units and to ommwy enemy territory. He recommend' the creation

of sena air defense aye ten for centralised control of antiaircraft

and antimissile troops deployed in the defense of ground forces.•

I. Dshordahladse argues that if the VOSSvould begin at once to

reorgenise its armed forces in accordance with his principles, it would

gain several years and "outstrip the .t highly developed armies of

the world". Se also claims that the adoption of his view vouldl

a) save "hundreds of billions" of rabies through the cessation of

production of wellies& small nuclear lesions, missiles, electronic

equipmest, and conventional arms; b) Sharply reduce the slam of the armed

forces and at the same time strengths* thew and c) mmke it easier to

control troops under the most complex field conditions. 4
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5. the evidence available to 'ma contains no sign that these

proposal:9 have gained acceptance. In acme respects they are reminiscent

of Khrushcher s e January 1960 speech On unitary reorganization and

reductions, in Which the Soviet leader justified his proposed troop

cuts largely on the . grounde . that iacreased firepower made is armies

unnecessary. !Weever, the generaltrend of recent articles on strategy

in the Military Thought series has been away from the more extreme

'
views put fammard by same authori immediately after Ihrushchav ts speech.

In peblic statements in the fell of 1961 and in '1962,.Soviet military

leaders have-adopted siAdle positien, advocating a buildup in nuclear

missile pour as well as the retention of large ground forces, and the

reduction of military manpower has been suspended. Nevertheless, the

present article shows that in October 1961 the door had not been closed

to the vigorous advocacy of controve0ial proposals in the privacy of

,a TOP RCM military journal.
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